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Do you have a problem pooch? What do you do with a dog who attacks the telephone whenever it

rings? Or one who chases imaginary rabbits down imaginary holes?Â Â Or one who is terrified

ofmicroblinds...or turns into Cujo every time company arrives?In this warm, compassionate,

entertaining, and very informative book, Dr. Nicholas Dodman, one of the premier veterinary

behaviorists in the country, tells real-life stories from his practice that illustrate his unique approach

to correcting unwanted behaviors.Â Â  By making key changes in a dog's diet, exercise regime,

environment, and training, Dr. Dodman has been able to work wonders withÂ Â even the most

difficult problems.Â Â Utilizing revolutionary discoveries in canine behaviorism and pharmacology,

Dr. Dodman has givenÂ Â hope and help to owners whose only previous options were obedience

schools, or if these failed--euthanasia.Â Â Whether you own a problem dog or just want to better

understand the complex, intelligent mind of your canine companion, this is a book you won't want to

miss.
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This is useful book, but Dr. Dodman's writing style is overly mannered at times and, unfortunately,

not nearly as lucid as that of Dr. Oliver Sachs ("The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat"). And it's

clear, painfully at times, that this book's packagers are trying to make of Dodman a veterinary

version of the famous neurologist.Although I'll keep this book on my shelf and I'm sure I'll refer to it

from time to time, I would recommend two other books first: "The Other End of the Leash," by



Patricia McConnell, an ethologist and certified animal behaviorist, and "Understanding 'Dog Mind'"

by Bonnie Bergin, the woman who pioneered the "service dog concept. McConnell is a better writer

than Dodman (nearly equal to the wonderful if idiosyncratic Elizabeth Marshall Thomas), and Bergin

is simply a genius on the subject of canine behavior and training. When I read her book, and I've

read dozens on the subject, I kept saying, "This is it; she's really nailed it."

Finally a book that discusses crate training an adult dog with separation anxiety instead of an eight

week old puppy. If your dog has any psychological/behavioral issues, this is a terrific book to help

you with behavior modification, drug therapy, and understanding why your dog is so "strange." This

book is worth reading for dog owners as well as potential dog owners. It is a good manuel to have

on hand.

Dogs are apparently as screwy as humans. Targeting a general audience of dog enthusiasts, Dr.

Dodman discusses a range of canine behavioral problems he has encountered at the Tufts

University veterinary school behavior clinic. Although the writing and story-telling are often a bit too

simplistic and chatty, the complexity of the problems and treatments are fascinating while remaining

comprehensible for the psychological amateur. It is ideal for the owner of a problem dog, or even

someone who just wishes to forestall difficulties with their companion. The end of each chapter

provides a concise summary of symptoms and treatment options for each disorder discussed (from

compulsive licking to inappropriate elimination to aggression of all sorts), which will be of great help

for owners and even vets encountering such a behaviorally disordered dog. Additionally, some of

the stories are quite funny and make for excellent conversation pieces. I recommend this book as a

read for anyone who has, has had, or is thinking about having a dog, as well as every veterinarian

interested in gaining knowledge in the field of canine behavior.

My dog was thrust into a new environment with a completely new family life, and he had a few

problems adjusting. Add to that the old, now "outdated" teachings of when I originally took him to

obedience school, I had inadvertently set him up to fail by creating a competitive environment.The

first chapter of the book "Leader of the Pack" illustrated perfectly our situaion. Applying the lessons

in the book have changed everything 100% immediately after implementing the techniques

described. No more aggressive behavior, and much happier people and pets.Look past the writing

style and grab hold of the content to get the most out of this book. You'll have to dig a bit in the

writings because of the story-like writing style, but the end of each chapter has a very nice summary



that is very useful for at-a-glance referencing.Dr. Dodman also charges a premium for consultations

like the ones he references in the book, so the few bucks I spent on this book were well worth it,

indeed!

This author has obviously dealt with many dog behavior issues! He has seen it all and offers

behavioral solutions as well as indications of medication that may offer help to the helpless. Anyone

who thinks medication is "thrown at the dog" is wrong. Dr. Dodman obviously cares, and we know

that human beings with psychological issues are very often helped by medications. Why should our

beloved dogs be any different.I loved this book. I learned so much. I learned to not play with

flashlight beams with puppies and not encourage those types of behaviors. I learned how to react,

and not react, to a dog's fear of loud noises or thunder.I thank the author and publisher for making

this book available and opening the door to the public about dog behavior. I look forward to reading

his next book A-Z.

because this book has a lot of useful information in it. The chapter on separation anxiety (from

which the title of the book comes) is great, but many other problem behaviors--aggression,

obsessive behaviors--are covered as well. Like another reviewer here, I had a hard time with the

fact that Dr. Dodman medicates every dog, but then, these are the most difficult/extreme cases.The

style is very accessible, with little stories about the dogs and then capsule reviews with the salient

points of treatment. My only problem with the writing is that Dr. Dodman's ego manages to shine

through on every page.

I am really in-tune with my dog, but NEVER realized how much my behavior contributed to my dog's

behavioral reactions. Dogs cannot speak like we can, but they have their own way of

communicating and/or responding their needs or concerns of past/present traumas or illnesses.

Sometimes you think they are being bad, but they are really trying to tell you they are scared or

have an oncoming illness that even the vetinerarian cannot presently find. EXCELLENT book to

understand dogs and certain breeds. I love and understand my Babalou, a Shephard/Lab mix, even

more:) It is a must read and should be read by every dog owner!
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